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Industries using MODU conveyors

Paper Industry Packing lines

Assembly & manufacturing Tea packing

Food & drink Optical industry

Pharmaceutical industry Personal products
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MODU SYSTEMS EUROPEMODU SYSTEMS EUROPE

Transform your conveyor systems 
with MODU
Improve productivity, reduce risk and save cost with MODU’s 
convenient, cost-effective and reliable modular conveyor 
components.

We help conveyor companies, OEMs, machine builders and system 
integrators automate production lines with modular conveyor 
solutions. It’s a flexible way to build the conveyor solution you need, 
with easy-to-assemble components, transparent pricing and fast 
delivery from our UK-based warehouse.

Why choose MODU?
Reduces design and development time
Controls your costs
Gives you exactly the layout you need
Easy budgeting with our transparent pricing
	 System can be easily modified and expanded in the future
	 Reliable systems built from high-quality components
	 Full support and guidance for assembly
	 CAD blocks to help you build an in-situ design
	 Technical support from our conveyor engineering experts

This brochure showcases how you can use our component 
conveyor kits to build reliable, flexible and cost-effective production 
conveyors for your business.
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FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION
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We can help you build the conveyor system you need. Tell us what 
you need, and we will help you to put together a design that 
fits your available space and your production requirements.

The range of components in our modular collection means 
that we can design any configuration and then provide 
the parts for you. And the combination of our engineering 
expertise and the proven performance of our components 
in the field means that you can rely on our system to deliver 
results.

Our dedicated UK office supports you with: 
Layout discussions
	 Belt-load calculations

2D proposal drawings
3D CAD blocks
Itemised materials and costs 
Familiarisation and installation training
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1STEP

Call us to talk about a design that meets your requirements. Alternatively, you can 
select the components you need from the full MODU catalogue. Place your order 
with our friendly team.

2STEP

We process your order and get ready to ship it to you. 
We use a flat-pack design which makes shipping, handling 
and storage easy, and keeps costs to a minimum.

3STEP

When your components arrive, check you have everything you need, and then 
simply put the conveyor together. We can help with training and installation to 
make sure everything goes according to plan.
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MODU AT WORK

MODU’s modular conveyor components can 
be used to build conveyors for a wide range of 
applications. Our components are equally effective 
for large, complex conveyor systems as they are for 
smaller, straightforward projects. They are simple 
and inexpensive 
to install and easy to maintain. 

Applications include:
Food and packaging industries
	 Automotive manufacture

Engineering production lines
Pharmaceutical sector
	 Pallet-based systems

Our modular system also works for complex 
conveyor requirements including pallet, 
spiral, gripper, accumulation and storage 
conveyors. Our UK support team is always 
on hand to give advice, help with design 
and make sure you have all the information 
you need to choose the right modular 
system for your needs.
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MODU’s modular conveyor components can 
be used to build conveyors for a wide range of 
applications. Our components are equally effective 
for large, complex conveyor systems as they are for 
smaller, straightforward projects. They are simple 

Our modular system also works for complex 
conveyor requirements including pallet, 
spiral, gripper, accumulation and storage 
conveyors. Our UK support team is always 
on hand to give advice, help with design 
and make sure you have all the information 
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THE MODU RANGE

We have made it easy to identify and order the components you need for 
your conveyor system. We have classified each component into our M-series, 
which is equivalent to standard industry sizes, and come in a range of 
widths so you can build exactly what you need. As well as critical components, 
we offer ancillary equipment including supports and guide rails. 

Our standard components are anodised aluminium and moulded 
plastic. We also offer our D-series range, which is made from stainless 
steel. We hold extensive stocks in the UK so that we can deliver to you as 
soon as possible after your order.
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Aluminium 
frame

Stainless steel 
frame

Aluminium 
frame

Stainless steel 
frame

Chain width 35mm 63mm 83mm 140mm 220mm

Beam width 45mm 65mm 85mm 145mm 225mm

MP MS2 MM3 ML2

DL2

MX2

DX2

Chain width 315mm 438mm 585mm

Beam width 360mm 480mm 625mm

MT2

DT2 DR2 DF2

DM3DS2

MR2 MF2
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UK HEAD OFFICE:
Modu Systems Europe Ltd.
Unit 9, The Christy Estate,
Ivy Road,
Aldershot GU12 4TX
United Kingdom

TEL.: +44 (0)1252 369 818
EMAIL: sales@modu-europe.com

At Modu we are dedicated to continuous environmental 
improvement though our own 3R program:

REDUCE, REUSE, RECYCLE

We use of fully recyclable product materials and our components are
coded for easy recovery and recycling. In addition, the modular design
helps to extend the life-cycle of your conveyor, helping to reduce waste.

EUROPE: www.modu-europe.com
INTERNATIONAL: www.mymodu.com

Our environmental commitment

Contact us:
We would be happy to answer any 
questions you have, or help you design 
your modular conveyor system. 

Work with us to expand your business and 
become a MODU System agent.
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